We report a novel strategy to study the chain dynamics of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) in a relative concentrated solution (1.0 g/L). The strategy is based on the fluorescent probe (DCTPE) with unique aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics. Free DCTPE molecules are non-emissive in aqueous solution, but they become highly emissive when trapped in polymer coils. The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the efficiency of trapping DCTPE molecules in polymer coils. By correlation the change of fluorescence intensity with the variation of pH value (from 1.78 to 12.06), the PAA chain's dynamics in the relatively concentrated solution have been elucidated into three processes. In the pH range from 12.06 to 6.0, PAA chains take an extended and non-folding conformation. Changing pH from 6.0 to 3.86, PAA chains are partially protonated and loosely packed polymer coils are formed. Further lowering the pH value of the solution (from 3.86 to 1.78), protonated segments dominate the PAA chains, and at the same time, the intermolecular hydrogen bonding takes effect, thus the polymer chains posses in the conformation of more compact coils.
Introduction
The dynamics of polyelectrolyte chains in aqueous solution is of great significance in both of the fundamental research and practical application [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . As a representative example, the stability of DNA chains is still a mystery to be understood. The length of one human chromosome, a negatively charged polymer, is about 40 × 10 3 m long. It spontaneously adopts a random coil conformation in a monovalent salt solution and occupies a spherical domain characterized by a diameter of about 100 m. It is well-known that 46 such chromosomal polynucleotides inside the same cell nucleus whose size is approximately 10 m in diameter. Then, there comes a fundamental question: how these polyelectrolyte chains can overcome the entropy loss as well as repulsion between the homo-charged chain segments during compacting within such a small volume [7] .
Since the pioneer work reported by Cuniberti, Perico and Winnik at the beginning of 1980s, fluorescent probe has evolved to a widely used tool in the investigation on the polymer dynamics [8, 9] . The basic idea of the fluorescent approach is to covalently attach a fluorophore and its quencher onto the two ends of a monodisperse polymer chain. When an extended polymer chain collapses into a coil, the fluorophore and the quencher come close and the fluorescence from the excited fluorophore is quenched by its adjacent quencher [10] . An obvious limitation of this approach is that polymers with monodisperse molecular weight distribution have to be used, but in fact polymer species prepared by living polymerization are rare.
Duhamel et al. [11] made a great leap in 1999 by establishing the fluorescent blob model (FBM), which was described in details in his instructive review [12] . Based on FBM, the polymer chain dynamics can be investigated by using samples with fluorophores and quenchers randomly labeled on polydisperse polymer chains. The FBM approach greatly alleviates the synthetic burden and provides reliable interpretation of polymer chain dynamics by analyzing the photophysical parameters and mathematic treatment. The FBM approach, however, still has some deficiencies. For example, it can only work in dilute solution in order to avoid the interrupt of intermolecular fluorophore-quencher interaction that occurs in concentrated solution. Furthermore, it is incapable of studying short-range chain dynamics because the fluorescence quenching becomes a constant state once the distance between the fluorophore and the quencher is short.
Herein, we report an unparallel approach to investigate the polymer chain dynamics by using a fluorescent probe in relatively concentrated solution and in the presence of higher density of fluorescent probe. As depicted in Chart 1, poly(acrylate acid) (PAA) is used as the model polyelectrolyte, considering that the conformation of PAA chains changes with the variation of pH values in aqueous solution. A dicationic tetraphenylethene (DCTPE, Chart 1) derivative is used as the fluorescent probe. It has been found that DCTPE possesses a unique fluorescent behavior that is referred as aggregation-induced emission (AIE) [13] . AIE means that the fluorogenic molecules, which are non-emissive in dilute solution, can be induced to efficiently emitting by aggregate formation [14] . Both experimental and theoretical calculation results support the rationale that AIE phenomenon is caused by restriction of the intramolecular rotations (RIR) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For DCTPE, the AIE phenomenon is caused by the restriction of the intramolecular rotations of the peripheral phenyl groups against the central ethene core. We rationally envision that the AIE phenomenon and RIR mechanism can be used to monitor the dynamic process in the formation of polymer coils when the DCTPE molecules are introduced into the compact coils of PAA chains. Owing to the cationic modification, the electrostatic interaction between the cationic DCTPE and the anionic PAA chains can help to incorporate DCTPE into polymer coils.
Experimental
The fluorescent probe, or DCTPE was readily available in our group, and its synthesis was reported elsewhere [13] .
Chart 1 Molecular structure of PAA and DCTPE.
The buffer solution used here is Britton-Robinson buffer solution, the concentration is 0.04 mol/L, and the pH range is set to 1.78 to 12.06. PAA (molecular weight 240000, 25 wt.% in H 2 O) was purchased form Sigma-Aldrich. It was used directly without further treatment. The fluorescence spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer LS 55 Spectrofluorometer.
Results and discussion
3.1 pH-dependent fluorescent behavior of DCTPE/ PAA mixture PAA is a polyelectrolyte bearing different amount of carboxylic anions depending on the pH value in an aqueous solution. We adjusted the pH value of PAA solution by using 0.04 mol/L Britton-Robinson buffer. The concentration of PPA is 1.0 g/L, about 20~100 times higher than that reported in literatures [21] [22] [23] . DCTPE is water soluble because of the presence of two quaternary ammoniums. Thus, DCTPE is non-emissive in water and buffer solution according to RIR mechanism. When PAA and DCTPE were mixed in Britton-Robinson buffer solution with different pH values, the fluorescence change was recorded and depicted in Figures 1(a) and (b). As pH value decreased from 12.06 to 6.00, the fluorescence was very weak, and the intensity did not change. This observation can be rationally explained as following. When pH is higher than 6.0, the polymer carries large amount carboxylic anions on the side chains. In this case, the polymer is a real polyelectrolyte and the intra-molecular electrostatic repulsion renders the polymer chain an expanding conformation. Though DCTPEs have interaction with PAA chains via electrostatic interaction, the good solubility of DCTPE and PAA makes it a highly dynamic process, just as the well-known dissolution equilibrium of salt in water. Therefore, PAA chains have no restriction effect on DCTPE molecules and no fluorescence enhancement can be observed in this range of pH change.
As the pH value decreases further from 6.0 to 1.0, the fluorescence of mixture undergoes from a turn-on to a maximum and then to a decline process. A quantitative demonstration can be reflected by the curve in Figure 2 (open square symbol). The fluorescence turn-on point is at pH 6.0, and the maximal fluorescence intensity appears at pH 3.86. After the peak, the fluorescence intensity decreases monotonously in the pH region from 3.86 to 1. density on the polymer chains. Both of the two consequences allow a PAA chain to take a conformation of more compact coil. In this circumstance, some of the DCTPE molecules, loosely attaching onto the PAA chain with electrostatic interaction, get entangled by the polymer coil, thereby the rotations of phenyl groups in a DCTPE molecule are restricted in a certain extent. As a result, the fluorescence of TPE moiety in DCTPE is turned on, just as we observed for TPE-labeled poly(N-isopropyl-acrylamide) [24] . With decreasing pH value (or increasing [H + ]), it is expected that there are less anionic carboxylic groups on the polymer chains and more hydrogen bonds inside the polymer coils. Thus the polymer chains become higher entangled and the intramolecular rotations of DCTPE molecules are further restricted, which result in the fluorescence intensity increases with the lowering of pH value.
It can be found in Figure 2 that the fluorescence intensity of the mixture descends as the pH value decreases from 3.86 to 1.78. This observation seems to be "abnormal". At a smaller pH value, both the densities of hydrogen bonding and the anionic charge become lower. Thus the polymer chains become more entangled and the intramolecular rotations of DCTPE molecules are more heavily restricted. Especially at high polymer concentration, the interchain hydrogen bonding enhances the restriction effect on the movement of DCTPE molecules. Accordingly, a monotonous fluorescence enhancement should be observed. But in fact, it should be noted that there exist three equilibriums in the mixture solution. Besides the protonation and deprotonation of the carboxylic groups on PAA chains, and the formation and breaking of the hydrogen bonding between different carboxylic groups, the third equilibrium is the encapsulation and disassociation between the polymer coils and DCTPE molecules. With further lowering the pH value (pH < 3.86), the protonated carboxylic groups are dominant and the anionic side groups are reducing in numbers. This results in reduced electrostatic interaction between the PAA chains and the DCTPE molecules. In addition, the enhanced intra/interchain hydrogen bonding interaction leads to more compact of the polymer chains, which limits the entrance of DCTPE molecules into the polymer coils. Both of the reduction of electrostatic interaction and the limitation of DCTPE molecules into polymer coils cause the decrease of fluorescence intensity. Owing to these two effects, the anticipative fluorescence enhancement due to stronger restricted intramolecular rotation of DCTPE is compromised, as a whole, by the observed decrease of the fluorescence intensity in lower pH value region (pH 1.78-3.86). Meanwhile, a maximum is recorded at a pH of 3.86.
Effect of DCTPE concentration on the fluorescent behavior of DCTPE/PAA mixtures
To further confirm the above deduction, we measured the concentration effect of DCTPE on fluorescent behavior of the mixture. To avoid the self-aggregation of DCTPE molecules, the range of DCTPE concentration has been set from 1.0 × 10 5 to 7.0 × 10 5 mol/L. As shown in Figure 3 , the mixtures are all non-emissive in such a DCTPE concentration range in basic buffer solution (pH 12). These data indicate that the factor of concentration has little impact on the fluorescence intensity for the solutions at high pH value. In this pH region (pH > 6), the carboxylic groups are highly ionized, and the PAA chains take an extending conformation and without polymer coils to tie down DCTPE molecules thereby to make them emissive. Another pH value is set at 4.0. At this point, the [H + ] is lower than that corresponding to the maximal fluorescence intensity. It is found that the fluorescence intensity of the mixtures shows a linear dependence on the concentration of DCTPE in the range of 1.0 × 10 5 -7.0 × 10 5 mol/L. In this pH range, the carboxylic groups on PAA main chains are partially protonated, and at the same time, intramolecular hydrogen bonds are built between the carboxylic acid groups. There is an equilibrium between the DCTPE molecules free in solution and those trapped in polymer coils. The former is non-emissive and the latter is emissive. Increasing the concentration of DCTPE in solution will shift the equilibrium to generate more trapped DCTPE in polymer coils, thus enhance the emission of the mixture. When pH value is set at 2.0, the fluorescence intensity shows a different dependence on the concentration of DCTPE. . High level protonation leads to scarce negatively charged sites on polymer chains and the compact polymer coils make it even scarce to find negatively charged sites on the surface of polymer coils. Thus the electrostatic interaction between cationic DCTPE molecules and anionic PAA chains must reach a saturation point, and a level-off phenomenon has been observed.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the possibility to investigate the polymer dynamics by using AIE-active DCTPE as fluorescent probe and PAA as a representative polymer. Based on the experimental data and by the aid of AIE phenomenon and its RIR mechanism, we show the whole dynamic scenario of PAA chains in a pH range from 1.78 to 12.06 (Figure 4) . At lower [H + ] (pH > 6.0), the anionic carboxylic side groups plays a dominant role, and the polymer chains take extended conformation. At higher [H + ] (pH < 6.0), part of carboxylic anions are protonated. The protonation leads, on one hand to the reduction of density of the negative charge on polymer chains, and on the other hand to the formation of intra-/intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Both effects allow the polymer chains to take coil-like conformation. The degree of the protonation depends on [H + ], thus more compact coils are generated under higher [H + ] or lower pH values. Distinct from previous investigations on the polymer dynamics with fluorescent probes, we conducted our experiments in more concentrated PAA solutions, which are about two orders of magnitude higher than that reported in literature. Our AIE-active fluorescent probe reported that, at higher PAA concentration, the intermolecular hydrogen bonding takes effect at lower [H + ], and pH 3.86 may be a threshold. This is the first report of polymer dynamics in concentrated polyelectrolyte solutions. It can be expected that a more detailed picture can be drawn after comparative studies on the effects of the concentration, the molecular weight, the hydrophobic segments of PAA-based copolymers, the species of counterions, and so on.
